
At the end of a hot and hard days work on the 
construction site, employees file onto the their 
waiting bus to take them back for an evenings 
rest at the camp.. 

On the way to camp, the employees take a 
short rest and the bus becomes very silent as 
the driver begins to fall asleep…. 

Jamal “Captain No Zone” is done with his days work 
as a construction worker, when his JSTI Vision 
shows him that a Bus is about to have an accident.. 

  This evening sun    
is getting to me,      
I feel so very   

sleepy. 

 My JSTI Vision tells me that 
there is going to be a bad bus 

accident. Time to turn into Captain 
No Zone and save the 

 day…  

Jamal immediately finds a safe place where 
nobody can see him….With the words “GO GO 
CAPTAIN NO ZONE” Jamal transforms himself 
instantly into our elite Safety Super Hero 
Captain No Zone…. 
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    Whooa..I was 
over-speeding, how 
did I do that? I only 
dosed off for a few 
        seconds. 

    

Captain No Zone arrives just in 
time as the bus speeds up and the 
driver begins to fall asleep. 
Captain No Zone stops the bus 
before an accident happens and no  
passengers were injured… 

With Captain No Zones intervention, the 
Bus Driver awakes to find that his bus was 
over-speeding as he fell asleep and could 
have had an accident. 

Captain No Zone talks with the driver and tells 
him to always get plenty of rest before operating 
his bus, his passengers are depending on him…… 

Always remember these simple 
Rules of Defensive Driving: 

 

1. Stay Alert…..! 
2. Look 6 Seconds Ahead..…! 
3. Know What is Around Your 

Vehicle at All Times…! 
4. Have a Defensive Driving 

Plan….! 
5. Keep a Safe Distance..! 
6. Stay Focused….! 

 Captain No Zone Says: 

“Never drive while you are sleepy, always get 
plenty of rest at night, Drive to Arrive”… 
     
 
Don’t Miss the Next Adventure of Captain No Zone... 
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Thanks  
Captain No Zone 

I will  
not drive sleepy 

anymore!  
   You’re Welcome 
Buddy…Drive Safely. 


